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in electrons
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by camera c
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z-axis
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wind tunnel coordinates of the ith pixel
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total detector noise at the ith pixel in
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c_
radiometric noise of the unfiltered
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standard deviation of the unfiltered
diode signal
radiometric noise of the filtered camera
in electrons
standard deviations of the U, V, and
W components
standard deviations of the unit vectors
that define the component
measured by camera a
standard deviations of the unit vectors
that define the component
measured by camera b
standard deviations of the unit vectors
that define the component
measured by camera c
uncertainty of the Doppler frequency
shift at the ith pixel
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Doppler Global Velocimeter Development for the Large
Wind Tunnels at Ames Research Center
MICHAEL S. REINATH
Ames Research Center
Summary
Development of an optical, laser-based flow-field mea-
surement technique for large wind tunnels is described.
The technique uses laser sheet illumination and charged
coupled device detectors to rapidly measure flow-field
velocity distributions over large planar regions of the
flow. Sample measurements are presented that illustrate
the capability of the technique.
An analysis of measurement uncertainty, which focuses
on the random component of uncertainty, shows that
precision uncertainty is not dependent on the measured
velocity magnitude. For a single-image measurement, the
analysis predicts a precision uncertainty of +_5m/s. When
multiple images are averaged, this uncertainty is shown to
decrease. For an average of 100 images, for example, the
analysis shows that a precision uncertainty of _+0.5 m/s
can be expected.
Sample applications show that vectors aligned with an
orthogonal coordinate system are difficult to measure
directly. An algebraic transformation is presented which
converts measured vectors to the desired orthogonal
components. Uncertainty propagation is then used to
show how the uncertainty propagates from the direct
measurements to the orthogonal components. For a
typical forward-scatter viewing geometry, the propagation
analysis predicts precision uncertainties of +4, +7, and
+6 m/s, respectively, for the U, V, and W components at
68% confidence.
Introduction
Aerodynamic research in wind tunnels often creates the
need for measurement of the velocity field around a test
vehicle. In large facilities, when the region of interest
covers a large portion of the flow, velocity measurements
are best made remotely. Optical, laser-based techniques
are preferable because mechanical probes require large,
costly traverse mechanisms and associated support
hardware that may perturb the flow.
Laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV), a well known
nonintursive technique, has been used to measure flow
fields in large facilities (ref. 1). This point measurement
technique suffers from several drawbacks, however, that
limit its usefulness in these facilities. First of all, exces-
sive amounts of run time can be consumed in mapping
large areas with many survey points--long runs at a
constant test condition can often be tolerated in the
research environment of a small facility but not in the
fast-paced environment of a large production testing
facility. Furthermore, creating the proper seeding for
LDV, which requires that individual particles be imaged
within the sample volume, can be difficult, especially
when measurement distances are long. Use of larger seed
particles is often required to compensate for the weaker
signals, and particle lag errors are introduced.
An improved nonintrusive technique is needed that can
acquire data more rapidly than LDV, over the long
measurement distances, without suffering performance
degradation when smaller seed particles are used. There
are presently two candidate techniques under develop-
ment to fill this need: particle image velocimetry (PIV)
and Doppler global velocimetry (DGV), also called planar
Doppler velocimetry (PDV).
PIV is a technique that effectively tracks groups of
particles and uses time of flight to measure two compo-
nents of velocity in a plane (ref. 2). Ongoing development
efforts will probably soon extend this capability to three
components. While the requirement for more rapid
acquisition of measurements is satisfied, the technique
still requires imaging of individual seed particles or
groups of particles; that is, the particles must be distin-
guishable from the surrounding background. This places
strict performance requirements on the lens system, and
also places an upper limit on the size of the measurement
region that can be imaged at a particular distance. An
intrusive placement of the camera inside a faired
enclosure in the flow field can be used to shorten the
measurement distance, but support structure, which may
perturb the flow, is then needed. The technique requires
some method of resolving reverse flow ambiguity, and
also must have a special provision for handling measure-
ment geometries that produce large out-of-plane velocity
components. The technique, at its present stage of
development, is best suited for precise mapping of
measurement regions that are limited in size when only
twocomponentsofvelocityarerequiredintheplaneof
themeasurement.
DGVisaDoppler-shiftmeasurementtechniquethat
measuresthreecomponentsofvelocityinaplane.No
special provisions are required to handle large out-of-
plane velocity components, and reverse-flow ambiguity
does not exist. The technique does not require imaging of
individual seed particles, so measurement distances are
limited only by the need to achieve a specific final spatial
resolution in the measurement plane. Micron and sub-
micron-sized seed particles, which are the easiest sizes to
produce in large volumes, can be used as seeding. The
technique, at its present stage of development, is best
suited for mapping and visualizing large regions of the
flow when three components of mean velocity are of
interest.
This paper summarizes the work that has been performed
to develop and deploy a continuous wave DGV system
for mean velocity measurement in the wind tunnels at the
National Full Scale Aerodynamics Complex (NFAC) at
Ames Research Center.
The author would like to thank Mark Bennett for software
development and Jim Meyers, Joe Lee, Rich Schwartz,
Angelo Cavone, Gary Fleming, and Mark Fletcher of
Langley Research Center and Bob McKenzie of Ames for
technical assistance.
System Description
General
DGV is a technique that can rapidly measure flow-field
velocity distributions over large planar regions in the
flow. All velocity measurements in the measuring surface
are acquired simultaneously using laser sheet illumination
and charged coupled device (CCD) detectors. Seed
particles moving with the flow pass through the laser
sheet and scatter light that is shifted in frequency by the
Doppler effect. Some of this light is collected and imaged
by a pair of CCD cameras. One of these cameras views
the object plane directly and obtains a reference image
that records intensity variations due to nonuniform
illumination, nonuniform seeding, and image system
defects. To include the effect of Doppler shift, the
other camera views the same object plane through an
absorption-line-filter cell containing iodine vapor. This
cell acts as a spectral filter and causes the small shifts in
Doppler frequency to produce measurable changes in
light intensity on the CCD detector. An image is produced
which records intensity variations that are a combination
of those caused by the iodine absorption and those caused
by the nonuniformities mentioned above. By calculating
the ratio of the two images pixei by pixel, only the
Doppler shift information is retained. Velocity maps are
computed from the gray-level image by converting the
intensity of the image at a pixel to velocity using a simple
linear transformation. By proper choice of lenses, the
technique can be made to measure large two-dimensional
regions of the flow. Three velocity components can be
measured by installing three camera systems with
different viewing angles.
Laser
An argon laser capable of producing 25 watts of multiline
power is tuned to the 514.5-nm line to create the laser
beam. The laser is equipped with an intracavity,
temperature-controlled etalon that can be adjusted
manually to select a single frequency from the many
longitudinal modes that occur at a 76. I-MHz spacing for
this laser. The resulting single-frequency beam has a line
width of about 10 MHz and an output power of 6 watts.
A closed-loop, water-to-water heat exchanger is used to
dissipate the 55-kW heat load created by the laser and
power supply. The heat exchanger unit isolates the
filtered, deionized laser cooling water from the wind
tunnel cooling water, which does not need to be condi-
tioned. To save water, cooling water from a recirculating
cooling tower system that has been treated with rust
inhibitor and algaecides can be used in place of tap water.
Beam-Delivery Optics
Figure 1 shows a dia_am of the optics that create the
laser sheet and provide a means for monitoring the beam
frequency. Two beamsplitters are used to sample the main
beam and create two low-power input beams for an
optical spectrum analyzer and a reference iodine cell.
Neutral density filters are used to adjust the low-power
beam intensities, and a beam expander ensures that laser
energy is spread throughout the volume of the iodine cell.
The laser frequency can be monitored using the optical
spectrum analyzer to provide visual verification that a
single-cavity mode has been properly selected. By
viewing the output on an oscilloscope and manually
adjusting the intracavity etalon, the operator can also
change the beam frequency and visually verify that the
selected adjustment has been made correctly. The
frequency adjustment is limited by the mode spacing to
discrete frequency jumps of 76.1 MHz.
ArgonLaser
Lens _. .
OpticalSpectrum
Analyzer
Photodiode
Mirror ND Nonpolarizing
"_'_ Filter Beamsplitter
Beam
Expander
90/10 Beamsplitter
Laser Sheet
50/50 Beamsplitter
Galvanometer
Scanner Assembly
Figure 1. Diagram of the optical components that monitor the beam frequency and create the laser sheet.
The reference iodine cell also monitors the laser fre-
quency, f0, for detection of mode hops and other, more
subtle, frequency changes. This frequency is needed as a
reference to compute velocity because Doppler frequency
is measured relative to this reference. Its value represents
the frequency that would be measured for zero Doppler
frequency shift. Therefore, f0 establishes the zero-velocity
reference for all measurements and must be carefully
measured to ensure accuracy. The measurement is made
automatically each time images are acquired, using a
16-bit analog-to-digital (A-to-D) converter card. The card
receives its input from the two silicon photodiodes that
have a responsivity of 0.26 amp/watt at 514 nm and an
active area of 10 mm 2. The diode mounts are equipped
with iris diaphragms that can be adjusted to minimize the
influence of background light.
The laser sheet is generated by the scanner unit shown in
figure 1. Two orthogonally mounted mirrors are driven by
galvanometer scanners to create a sheet of time-averaged
uniform intensity. This method is favored for this
application over use of cylindrical optics, which produce
a nonuniform sheet with a Gaussian intensity profile. One
scanner, driven by a saw-tooth wave form, oscillates to
create the sheet while the other provides angular adjust-
ment capability in a direction perpendicular to the plane
of the sheet. By varying the amplitude of the waveform,
the spread angle of the sheet can be adjusted from 0 ° to
a maximum of 40 °. The oscillating mirror is driven at a
frequency of 80 Hz, which produces 160 passes of the
beam per second, since one cycle equals two passes of the
beam across the sheet. For standard RS-170 video, which
runs at 30 frames per second, 2.7 beam passes occur per
video field.
Camera Optics
Three identical camera systems, one of which is shown
in figure 2, acquire the raw DGV data images. Doppler-
shifted light rays, scattered by seed particles in the object
plane, are collected through the limiting aperture of the
Nonpolarizing
Beamsplitter
Mirror
4-- •
Camera
Lens
C-Mount
Adaptor
Optical
Path
Iodine Cell
Reference Camera
Signal Camera
Iodine Cell
Stem
Figure 2. Diagram of the camera system optics (iodine-cell heaters, thermocouples, and enclosure are not shown).
nonpolarzing beamsplitter cube. The cube splits the
image, creating two views of the object plane with a
common optical axis. The beamsplitter coating is
specified to reflect or transmit 50 + 5% of the incident
radiation, with the s- and p-components of the reflected
or transmitted rays matching to within 3% of each other;
all of the cube surfaces are coated with an antireflection
coating to eliminate ghost images. To create a more
compact optical configuration, rays that are reflected from
the beamsplitter coating are folded by a 4-in. diameter,
one-tenth wave, aluminized mirror before entering the
8-bit, RS-170 video camera that acquires the reference
image. Rays that are transmitted pass through the iodine
absorption-line-filter cell and are imaged by the camera
that acquires the signal image. Careful alignment of the
components produces two images that are essentially
identical, pixel for pixel.
The beamspfitter is an important component that can
adversely affect the measurement accuracy. Incident rays
are both reflected and transmitted, and their intensity ratio
must remain constant, regardless of the polarization of the
incident radiation, in order to avoid introducing measure-
ment errors. This requirement must hold for rays that are
incident parallel to the optical axis as well as for rays that
enter at an angle near the edges of the field of view. In the
early stages of system development, two different plate
beamsplitters were tested that did not meet these perfor-
mance requirements. In one case, polarization affected the
ratio of the reflected and transmitted intensities, and in the
other case, the ratio was not constant for rays both parallel
and at an angle to the optical axis.
The cylindrically shaped iodine cell is 3 in. in diameter,
2 3/4 in. in length, and is composed of fused silica. The
optical-grade, I/4-7_, 1/4-in.-thick windows are sealed to
the cell body using an optical contacting method that does
not require the application of heat, which could distort the
window surfaces. A 3/8-in.-diameter, 2 3/4-in.-long tube-
shaped projection, the cell stem, located on the side of the
cylindrical body midway between the windows, is used to
purge and evacuate the cell to 10 .-6 tort or better and add
the required distilled iodine (10 to 20 mg) during manu-
facture. During operation, the stem functions as the cold
condensation area for the sohd iodine crystals, which
would otherwise condense on the window surfaces.
Heat is applied to the iodine cell using three band heaters
and two copper jackets to increase and control the iodine
vapor pressure and to prevent condensation of the iodine
on the window surfaces. The copper jackets act as heat
sinks and are placed over both the cell body and stem to
distribute the heat and stabilize the heating process.
Copper foil is wrapped around the stem to ensure a snug
fit in its copper jacket; the stem temperature controls the
vapor pressure of the iodine and must be held to a closer
tolerance than that of the cell body. Two of the band
heaters apply heat to the copper jacket that covers the cell
body, and the third applies heat to the stem jacket. The
cellbodyandstemareheatedtodifferenttemperaturesby
twocontrollersusingtype-Jthermocouplesforfeedback.
Thebodythermocoupleisattachedtothecopperjacket
thatcoversthecellbody,andthestemthermocoupleis
attachedtothetipoftheglassattheendofthestem.The
twotemperaturesareheldtowithin_-+0.2°Foftheirset
points.Tominimizetheinfluenceoftheambientair
temperature,theentirecellassemblyismountedinside
asheetmetalenclosurethatisfilledwithinsulation
material.Analuminumconductionpathconnectsthebase
ofthecopperstemjacketothebottomofthesheetmetal
enclosuresothatheatmaybeconductedfromthestem.
Withoutthisaddedconductionpath,heatbuildsinsidethe
enclosureandthestemtemperatureexceedsit setpoint.
Data Acquisition Instrumentation
The data acquisition instrumentation is shown schemati-
cally in figure 3. Each of the six cameras, shown at the
top of the figure, is connected to a synchronization
generator to ensure that all frames are acquired simulta-
neously. Distribution amplifiers split the camera signals to
create input for the frame grabbers and video switchers.
By making a selection on the front panel of the video
switchers, each of the camera images can be displayed on
the two monitors shown. One video switcher controls
display of the signal images, the images that are acquired
through the iodine cells, and the other controls display of
the reference images.
Three Macintosh desktop computers are used to acquire
and process the images. The units are connected locally
and communicate with each other via ethernet. Two of
the units are slaved to the third, which acts as the master
controller. Each is equipped with two RS-170, 8-bit,
640- by 480-pixel frame-grabber boards that are
externally triggered by a control register in the master
computer. By executing a single command, the master
computer triggers all six frame grabbers simultaneously.
In addition to the frame grabbers, the master computer is
also equipped with a 16-bit A-to-D converter card. This
card indirectly measures the unshifted beam frequency
using the reference iodine cell and other optical compo-
nents shown at the bottom of figure 3. The signal and
reference diodes provide two channels of analog input
for the card. A two-channel oscilloscope is also used to
monitor the inputs in real time. During the image-capture
interval of 1/30 sec, the card is programmed to acquire
350 samples of each input signal. The ratio formed by
dividing the signal by the reference value is a nondimen-
sional measure of the unshifted beam frequency, f0. This
ratio is computed from the acquired samples along with
the mean and standard deviation of the resulting distribu-
tion. The standard deviation is used to evaluate whether
the laser frequency is stable during the image acquisition
interval. If the standard deviation exceeds a predeter-
mined value, a laser mode hop is assumed to have
occurred, and the images are rejected.
The data acquisition and processing software was
developed in-house and is written in C. The program
consists of more than 200K lines of code and incorporates
many useful features. For diagnosing performance and
evaluating system alignment, a continuous capture mode
can be selected. In this mode, the raw camera images are
repeatedly captured and displayed on each computer
using a user-selectable, false-color palette. Other features
can be activated as required to display additional data in
this mode. For example, in order to monitor parameters
such as seed density and camera saturation, real-time
histograms of all six raw images can be displayed. Also,
to provide a first look at the velocity data, normalized
images can be calculated and displayed; these images are
calculated by forming the ratio of raw signal image to raw
reference image without other processing. To display the
data in a more conventional format, a profile plot through
the normalized image can be displayed. This profile
shows an x-y plot of the normalized value, in counts or
meters per second, as a function of pixel position. Also
shown on the plot are the corresponding signal and
reference image intensities in counts. The selected profile
line can be horizontal, vertical, or at an arbitrary angle.
Finally, to monitor the stability of the laser frequency,f0,
data gathered from the reference iodine cell by the
A-to-D card can be displayed.
The software also incorporates routines that set up and
perform several required calibration procedures, which
will be described in greater detail in a later section. These
routines include a camera pixel sensitivity correction
calibration, a flatfield or vignetting correction, an iodine
response function calibration, and a spatial calibration
required for image registration.
Data Reduction
Basics
Figure 4 shows the DGV measurement geometry for
obtaining a single component of velocity. The vector 17
represents the flow-field velocity at an arbitrary location
in the image plane. The unit vectors 1 and k define the
direction of the incident laser light ray and the direction of
the ray of scattered light collected at the observation
location, respectively. The vector Um is the component
of the total velocity vector '_ that is measured for this
geometry.
/
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Figure 3. Data acquisition instrumentation.
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Figure 4. DG Vmeasurementgeometry forobtaining a singlevelocity component.
The equation that relates Doppler frequency shift to the
parameters of velocity and geometry can be written as
(refs. 3 and 4)
-'
zXf= _,0
where zXfis the Doppler shift and 2_0is the wavelength
of the incident laser light. The magnitude of measured
component Urn is given by the dot product of the
vector V with the direction ( k - l ). By simplifying and
rearranging, the equation can be written as
XoAf
Urn = 2cos(_)
where 13,the angle between the incident ray and the
scattered ray, is shown in figure 4.
Velocity information is extracted from DGV image data
in a two-step process. First, the measured intensity at a
pixel is converted to Doppler frequency shift. Then,
(1)
(2)
equation (2) is used to compute velocity. The conversion
to Doppler shift is made using two iodine cell response
functions, one from the cell associated with the camera
and one from the cell measuring the X0reference value.
Figure 5 shows typical iodine cell response functions and
depicts graphically the process of converting measured
intensity to Doppler shift. Both response curves are
measured simultaneously prior to acquiring image data by
adjusting the laser etalon while viewing the discrete mode
hops on the optical spectrum analyzer and physically
stepping the laser through the frequency range covered by
the iodine spectral feature. Since the modes are known to
be spaced at 76.1 MHz for this laser, relative frequencies
can be calculated for each mode; the absolute frequency
need not be known, since both curves have the same
arbitrary zero-frequency reference, and the conversion
from image intensity to frequency ultimately yields a
frequency shift and not an absolute frequency. The
Doppler shift"is obtained by subtracting the zero-velocity
relative frequency, f0, from the relative frequency,fD, of
the Doppler-shifted light.
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Figure 5. Overview of the conversion from image intensity to Doppler frequency shift.
Reduction of Raw Images
Raw DGV images are processed by the sequence of steps
summarized in the flow chart of figure 6. The procedure
begins with the separation of each interlaced video frame
into two fields. The fields are essentially two separate
images that axe acquired sequentially at half the resolution
and exposure of the full video frame. Since the 1/60-sec
frame exposure is long compared with the changes in
flow-field velocities, each field must be treated as a
separate image (ref. 5).
The raw images have a background component that is
subtracted prior to further processing. This component is
obtained by averaging multiple individual background
images, acquired shortly before or after acquisition of the
raw data images to ensure identical laser power, ambient
illumination level, and geometry. The background images
are acquired while no seeding is present in the field of
view of the cameras or the path of the laser sheet. The
laser sheet, however, must be present to include its
contribution to ambient illumination level. Even if no
primary diffuse reflections are in the view of the cameras,
scattering from surfaces can contribute to the overall
illumination level, as can the flare that is produced by the
sheet as it passes through the test section window. Their
contributions should be included in the background
images.
Raw data images are corrected for pixel sensitivity
variations using a linear correction technique. Ideally,
since the CCD array is being used as a photogrammetric
detector, all pixels should have the same radiometric
response to a given incident intensity. Unfortunately,
laboratory measurements show that radiometric pixel
sensitivity varies across the CCD detector from pixel to
pixel. If this variation is not corrected, it introduces a
component of intensity variation across each data image
that is artificial. To avoid this, pixel sensitivities are
corrected using a simple technique that makes use of
the linear nature of the CCD response. First the actual
radiometric response of each pixel is measured using the
average of many images at two illumination levels, low
and high. Then a linear correction to each pixel response
Separation of fields: Each raw interlaced video
frame is separated into two fields.
I
Removal of background: Background field is
subtracted.
I
Correction for pixel sensitivity variations: Plxel
values are corrected to ensure that all pixels have
the same response to a given incident light
intensity.
I
Warping correction: Images are warped to
produce best overlap.
I
Normalization: Signal pixel values are divided
by the reference pixel values.
I
Correction for flaffield nonuniformlty: Imaging
defects that produce a nonuniform intensity
distribution on the CCD sensor when a uniform
object is imaged, such as vignetting, are
corrected.
I
Calculation of velocity image: Iodine response
functions are used to compute a velocity value
at each pixel.
I
Calculation of average velocity image: A set of
images is averaged by computing the average
value of corresponding pixels.
I
Calculation of U, V, and Wcomponents: A
geometric transformation is used to compute
these components using the average velocity
images from the three camera views.
Figure 6. Sequence of processing steps to convert raw
DGV images to velocity.
is computed by imposing the requirement that the
corrected pixel response be the same as the mean
radiometric response of the entire detector. Overall
response of the CCD detector remains unchanged, but
the artificial variance is eliminated.
The next step in processing raw images is a warping
procedure that performs two functions. Data images are
warped to ensure best overlap, to correct for simple mis-
alignment and optical distortion, and the oblique view
of the object plane is numerically rotated to simulate a
perpendicular view. The warping technique, known as
pixel filling (ref. 6), is used to perform the geometric
transformation procedure in two steps. First, a bilinear
interpolation is used to map each data image to a grid of
control points, which is acquired by imaging a target of
evenly spaced reseau marks placed in the image plane.
Second, a bilinear interpolation is used to calculate the
gray level of each pixel in the warped image using the
gray-level values of the four nearest pixels in the
unwarped image. A similar type of warping correction
has been used previously to correct geometric and
photometric distortions as described in references 7-9.
The normalized image is then computed by forming the
ratio of signal-image pixel value to reference-image
pixel value.
In the next step of processing, a flatfield correction is
performed which removes vignetting and corrects for
losses in the collection optics that may not be uniform
across the image. This correction is different from the
pixel sensitivity correction, which compensates for
imperfections that originate on the CCD chip itself. The
flatfield defects introduce a component of nonuniformity
that is caused by the collection optics and not by the CCD
detector. If not removed, this nonuniformity adds to the
uncertainty of the radiometric measurement. The correc-
tion is performed by multiplying the normalized image
by the inverse of the flatfield correction image. To obtain
the correction image, the laser frequency is adjusted to
produce maximum transmission through the iodine cell at
the top of the response curve. Images are acquired while
flow velocity in the seeded region of the object plane is
zero or near zero and processed up to and including the
normalization; the process requires averaging of many
images to reduce the photon statistical noise. The
resulting image contains intensity variations caused by
effects other than Doppler shift and pixel sensitivity. In a
perfect imaging system, this image would be completely
uniform. In reality, the central region is normally a few
counts brighter than the edges.
Asaddedbenefit,animageprocessedandcorrectedusing
theflatfieldcorrectionimageis independentof he
camera/frame-grabbereffectivegainafterthecorrection.
Thisisimportantinordertoeliminatetheproblemsthat
wouldoccurasgainsofthecamerasandframegrabbers
driftwithtime.Ingeneral,thenormalizedvalueatagiven
pixelcanbewrittenas(ref.10)
Signal Pixel Intensity G S • T(f D)
n = = (3)
Reference Pixei Intensity G R
where T(fD) is the iodine filter transmission at the
Doppler frequency, and GS and GR are the effective gains
of the signal and reference camera/frame-grabber combi-
nations, respectively, in counts per unit of incident
intensity. Similarly, the flatfieid correction image is
given by
G S • T(fma x )
tiff = GR
where T(fmax) is the iodine filter transmission at the
frequencYfmax (]'ma is located outside the iodine
absorption well at the top of the response curve where
peak transmission through the cell occurs). When the
correction is made, the normalized value at a given pixel,
equation (3), is multiplied by the inverse of the flatfield
correction image at the same pixel, equation (4):
T(VD)
ncorrecte d =
T(Vm)
The two effective gain parameters cancel, and the
resulting image is independent of the effective gain. Since
gain can drift with time, flatfield images must always be
acquired immediately before or after acquiring data
images.
After an image is corrected for flatfield nonuniformities,
image intensity must be converted to velocity before any
averaging of multiple images can be performed. The
velocity computation must be performed first because
each image has its own zero-velocity reference,f0, which
is normally not common to all images because of laser
frequency drift and the possibility of mode hopping. A
two-step process is used for the computation, which is
performed at each pixel in the image. In the first step,
Doppler shift is calculated using the corrected normalized
pixel intensity, ncorrecte d, and frequency measured by the
reference ceil,f0, as shown in figure 5. Cubic B-Splines
are used to interpolate between data points on the
response curves. In the second step, equation (2) is
used to convert the Doppler shift to velocity.
Once all images have been converted to velocity,
averaging of images that form an ensemble at a particular
condition can be performed to reduce statistical uncer-
(4)
(5)
tainty. The result is the directly measured component,
U,,, shown in figure 4. This vector is normally at an angle
relative to the wind tunnel coordinate system for each of
the three camera views. The final processing step takes
the components from these views and converts them to
the components U, V, and W in the wind tunnel coordi-
nate system directions using a geometric transformation.
This transformation is obtained in the following way.
First, three scalar products of the unknown total velocity
vector I?r with the unit vector directions of each camera
view are formed. Simplification yields the three linear
equations
X 1 .U+ YI "V+Z1 "W = Urea
X 2 .U + )/2 "V+Z 2 • W = Umb
X 3 .U+ Y3 "V+ Z 3 . W = Umc
where
Urea = magnitude of the measured component
from camera view a
Umb = magnitude of the measured component
from camera view b
Umc = magnitude of the measured component
from camera view c
X I, YI,ZI = unit vector components defining the
direction of Urea
X2, Y2, Z2 = unit vector components defining the
direction of Umb
X3, Y3, Z3 = unit vector components defining the
direction of Umc
in the three unknown quantities U, V, and W. Solving the
system for the unknown components yields the
transformation equations
-Uma(Y2Z3 - Y'_Z2 ) - Umb(YIZ3 - Y3ZI) 1
J+ Umc(YIZ 2 - Y2ZI )
U=
V _
XIY2Z3-X1Z2Yt-YIX2Z3+ZIX2Y3 ]+ YIZ2X3 - Z 1Y2X3
(6)
"X I(UmbZ 3 - UmcZ 2 ) - X2(UmaZ3 - UmcZl ) ]
I
+ X3(UmaZ2 - UmbZ 1 )J
XI Y2Z3 - XIZ2Y 3 - YIX2Z3 + ZIX2Y 3+ YIZ2X3 - Z I 1/2X3J
(7)
I0
W_
-X_(Um¢_'2 - Um_Y3)- X2(Um_h - Um(,Y3) ]
+ X3 (Umb YI - Urea Y2 )
-xl YzZ3 - x_z2 Y3- Y_x2zg + zlx2Y3 ]
J+ YIZ2X 3 - Z 1Y2X3
(8)
for the final processing step of figure 6.
Computation of the U, V, and Wcomponents is simplified
slightly, at the present stage of development, by treating
the unit vector components as constants throughout the
image. This approximatiort neglects the small unit vector
direction changes from pixel to pixel that occur because
of small changes in viewing direction and laser propaga-
tion direction from one pixel to the next. For large
viewing distances, these angle changes are very small
and, to a first approximation, can be neglected. Therefore,
to simplify processing, viewing angle and laser propaga-
tion direction are assumed constant over the image. Their
values are taken at the center of the image.
System Calibration
Pixel Sensitivity Calibration
The pixel sensitivity calibration determines the slope and
intercept of the actual linear radiometrie response of each
CCD pixel. These values provide the required input for
the pixel sensitivity correction described above. The
procedure consists of acquiring average images from each
camera at two illumination levels (refs. 9 and I 1). An
incandescent bulb is placed about 20 ft from the camera to
simulate a point source, and a diffuser is substituted in
place of the lens to produce a fairly uniform illumination
of the CCD sensor; the illumination level need not be
completely uniform because response of each pixel is
linear. The software includes a routine that processes the
images and stores the required files for later use.
Figure 7(a) shows a typical CCD sensor response to
uniform illumination. The image and corresponding
histogram were produced by carefully illuminating the
CCD sensor using the uniform output of an integrating
sphere. Intensity is spread over six levels because of
variation of pixel sensitivity. Gray-level contouring,
which would be difficult to discern in the normal
gray-level image, is accentuated using a color palette.
Figure 7(b) shows the same image after application of the
pixel sensitivity correction. The image is clearly flatter,
and the histogram shows that intensity is confined to only
three levels after the correction. A slight contouring
remains due to integer roundoff of the 8-bit gray-level
values.
Spatial Calibration
The spatial calibration provides the numerical input
required to perform image warping during processing of
raw images. Recall that warping adjusts simple misalign-
ment of image overlap, corrects optical distortion differ-
ences that may be present in the two camera views of
each camera pair, and numerically rotates the images to
simulate an orthogonal view.
The spatial calibration is acquired by imaging a grid of
regularly spaced reseau marks. The plane of the grid is
oriented to coincide with the plane of the laser sheet,
and the size of the grid must cover the field of view. In
general, the reseau marks must be visible from both front
and back surfaces of the grid to accommodate viewing
geometries that have cameras mounted on both sides
of the laser sheet.
The spatial-calibration images are acquired after all
camera alignment and viewing angle adjustments have
been made. The viewing angle of each camera pair is
coarsely adjusted to center the image on the center of the
grid. Fine adjustments are made to maximize the area
of the image that is common to all three views, since
processing to the final U, V, and W velocities requires
input from each camera view. Any portion of the object
plane that is not part of the union of all three images will
be excluded from the final velocity image, limiting its
size. Thus care must be taken to fine-tune the viewing
geometry to maximize the common area while also
insuring that this area is centered on the region of interest.
Once the viewing geometry is fixed, spatial-calibration
images of the grid are simultaneously acquired by all
cameras and saved to disc. The software processes the
images by first converting the gray-level images to
bi-level images and then automatically scanning for the
reseau marks to locate their centroids in image coordi-
nates. Some operator interaction is necessary during the
processing to validate that no reseau marks are skipped by
the scan. Images are displayed during the process, and
rectangles are drawn around the marks as they are located
by the scan, enabling the operator to see at a glance any
marks missed by the scan. Prior to initiating the scan, the
operator is required to identify a typical reseau mark. The
software measures the area of the mark in pixels and uses
this value as an aid in performing the scan. The operator
is also required to identify the portion of the grid that is
common to the three viewing directions. The scan then
proceeds to locate the centriods only within this region.
Sample images are shown in figure 8.
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Figure 7. Response of CCD sensor to uniform illumination illustrating the effectiveness of the pixel sensitivity correction.
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(a) Gray-level, spatial-calibration image.
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(c) Scan result showing rectangles that identify all marks located by the scan.
Figure 8. Concluded.
The processing of calibration images can be simplified
if care is taken to illuminate the grid surface uniformly
when images are acquired. During processing, the
8-bit images are converted to bi-level images using a
thresholding algorithm that cannot tolerate large gradients
caused by nonuniform illumination. In practice, when
testing in a large wind tunnel environment, illumination
of the surface may not be ideal. To compensate, the
software partitions the images and performs the bi-level
conversion separately in each partition. Operator input is
required to select the number of partitions using trial and
error if the illumination is highly nonuniform.
The processing is finished when all centroid coordinates
have been located in all six images and output to a file.
The warping algorithm uses these values, and the
coordinates of the grid point centroids as they appear in
the actual grid, to perform the warping procedure. The
images are constrained to match at the grid points before
and after warping. Bilinear interpolations are performed
between the points, as described previously.
Iodine-Cell Response Calibration
Each iodine cell is heated to increase and control the
vapor pressure of the iodine contained within the cell.
Response function shape is strongly dependent on the
iodine vapor pressure. Since iodine vapor pressure
changes significantly with temperature, it is necessary to
accurately control the cell temperature to ensure stability
of the response curve.
The iodine vapor pressure is determined by the
temperature of the coldest part of the cell where iodine
condensation occurs. Temperature of the solid iodine at
this point determines the response of the cell and must be
carefully controlled. To ensure that this cold location
occurs at the stem tip, the cell body is heated to a higher
temperature than the stem. The remainder of the cell must
be at a temperature large enough to prevent condensation
of the iodine on the window surfaces, which are exposed
to the ambient temperature. This temperature is otherwise
unimportant and does not influence the shape of the
response curve as long as the tip is not affected.
Experience has shown that a value of about 150° to
160 ° F works well for moderate ambient temperatures.
If operations are being conducted where ambient
temperatures are unusually low, frequent inspection of the
cell windows for iodine crystals should be made. When
crystals are present on the window surface, vapor pressure
inside the cell may be lower than the level indicated by
the stem temperature, and the response of the cell may be
different than expected. Also, the crystals on the window
surface tend to cast a shadow on the surface of the
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photodiodetector,producinganerroneousindication
ofintensitytransmittedthroughthecell.
Figure9showstypicaliodinecellresponsecurvesto
illustraterepeatabilityandtemperatures nsitivity.The
measuredresponseofaparticularcelltakenseveraltimes
overaperiodof5daysisshowninfigure9(a)forastem
temperatureof 105° F.Thesamecellresponse,measured
atthreedifferentstemtemperatures,is hownin
figure9(b).
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To minimize the possibility of response-curve drift, the
response function is measured immediately prior to
acquiring data using the following procedure, which
simultaneously measures the response functions of all
four system cells. After the viewing geometry has been
finalized and the spatial calibration has been performed, a
uniform white target is placed in the object plane at the
sheet location. The laser is used to illuminate an area
on the surface of the target large enough to cover the
common field of view of the cameras. Images are
acquired from all cameras while manually stepping the
laser through its discrete frequencies. About 40 frequency
steps are required to cover the complete response curve.
Images are processed as described in the previous section,
but processing ends with the normalization step. The pixel
values are then averaged within a rectangular region of
each image to yield the response for the corresponding
relative frequency. The region is selected as large as
possible but must exclude any pixeis that are not imaging
the laser reflection. The resulting curves are normalized
using the value outside the absorption well where the
plateau occurs at peak transmission. This final step is
equivalent to, and produces the same result as, the
flatfield correction.
Fiatfield Calibration
The flatfield calibration image is required to correct for
vignetting and other losses in the collection optics that
produce a variation in measured intensity that is not
present in the object plane. The calibration image is
acquired immediately after acquiring data images while
seeding is still present in the wind tunnel, using the
aerosol itself as the flatfield target. Wind tunnel speed is
reduced to a level just large enough to keep the seeded air
moving through the test section, and the laser is set to a
frequency outside the absorption well of the iodine on the
response-curve plateau where maximum transmission
occurs. Since the laser frequency has been moved out of
the absorption well, cell transmission remains constant for
the small Doppler shifts that result because of the low-
speed flow. A series of images is acquired and processed
up to the normalization step in the processing sequence.
The resulting images are then averaged together to
produce the final flatfield image.
Measurement Uncertainty
A statement specifying the magnitude of an experi-
mentally measured parameter must include a quantitative
description of the uncertainty in order to add value and
credibility to the measurement. When uncertainty is
reported, it is normally expressed as an interval within
which the true value of the measured parameter is
expected to fall at a specified level of confidence.
Measurement error is then the difference between this true
value, rarely known exactly, and the measured value. It is
composed of a component arising from bias or systematic
effects and a component arising from scatter or random
effects. These errors are estimated and combined to
characterize the uncertainty for a particular measurement
by using the equation (ref. 12)
where
B i =
K =
(9)
bias limit (estimated so that the experimenter is
confident that in 95 out of 100 measurements
the true value of the bias error, if known,
would be less than I Bi I)
precision limit = KSi
coverage factor (2 for large sample sizes and
95% confidence)
standard deviation of the distribution of
measurements of the parameter
and the subscript i denotes the ith measurement of the
parameter in an ensemble of measurements.
The task of computing the uncertainty of DGV measure-
ments can be broken down into three basic steps. In the
first step, the CCD camera radiometric measurement
uncertainty is characterized. Next, a computation is
performed to show how this uncertainty propagates into
the Doppler shift and computed velocity. Finally, since
the measured velocities are normally not orthogonal, the
third step requires characterizing how this uncertainty
propagates through the geometric transformation to
computed orthogonal components.
CCD Radiometric Measurement Uncertainty
The CCD radiometric measurement uncertainty is
computed by combining estimates of the random and
systematic components that limit the accuracy of the
measurement using equation (9). The systematic
component is the nonrandom bias that affects all
measurements equally and is very difficult to estimate
in this case. It is caused, for example, by secondary
scattering from windows, walls, or model surfaces that are
illuminated by laser light scattered from the aerosol itself
or from diffuse or specular reflections of the laser sheet.
Proper design of the experiment can minimize or
eliminate these components. Therefore, bias is assumed
to be negligible for the radiometric measurement, and
estimation of the uncertainty is limited to determining
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therandomeffectsthatgoverntheprecisionofthe
measurement.
Therandomuncertaintycomponentcanbeestimatedas
showninreferences10and13bysummingthestatisti-
callyindependentuncertaintycomponents(noisesources)
oftheCCDdetector;thetermnoise in this case is used as
a synonym for standard deviation and quantifies the
measurement scatter. The noise sources can be summed
as variances (ref. 14) to yield the variance of the radio-
metric measurement (ref. 13) as shown in the following
equation.
_2 = _20 + _2Si + 62Dc >_GID (10)
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where
tJ R 0
_ Ps_
IJ DC
GAD
= detector readout noise in electrons
= photon-statistical noise in electrons
= dark-charge noise in electrons
= A-to-D conversion gain in electrons/count
and the subscript i denotes the ith pixel in the CCD array.
The constant, 12, converts the rectangular quantization
interval of +1/2 count to variance, assuming that occur-
rences of the measured parameter value are continuously
distributed and equally likely over this digitization
interval of one count (ref. 15). At a given pixel, the
random uncertainty component is determined by the sum
of the noise sources or the A-to-D gain, whichever is
greater. To compute the total radiometric uncertainty at a
pixel, the value of each term must first be estimated.
Readout noise originates when charge packets that
accumulate at each pixel are moved off the detector
surface in the process of reading the image. Values are
well documented for many slow-scan, scientific-grade
cameras but lack for cameras that operate at video rates.
An estimate can be made, however, since this noise
increases in proportion to the square of the readout
frequency (ref. 16 ). Scaling a nominal slow-scan value
to the higher readout rate yields a noise of about
110 electrons.
Photon-statistical noise is inherent to the random process
of photon emission and detection. Its value is statistically
equal to the square root of the average number of photo-
electrons accumulated during an exposure (ref. 13). This
accumulation will, in general, contain a background
component composed of a mean value and an associated
noise, in addition to the accumulation due to the primary
signal. The mean background component is subtracted
during processing but the noise remains. An estimate of
the total photon-statistical noise is made by assuming that
parameters such as seed density, laser power, and camera
aperture are adjusted to produce an exposure that fills the
pixels of the unfiltered camera to two-thirds their full-well
capacity. Further, it is assumed that the laser frequency is
adjusted to set the transmission of the iodine cell to about
50%, producing an exposure of one-half this value in the
filtered camera. The effective full-well capacity of the
cameras will later be shown to be about 30,000 electrons.
Thus, the photon-statistical noise is 140 and 100 elec-
trons, respectively, for the two cameras.
Dark-charge noise, to a first approximation, doubles for
every 7" C increase in the operating temperature of the
CCD array and is directly proportional to the surface area
of the pixels (ref. 15). The video cameras used for this
development have a pixel size of I 1 by 13 I.tm and operate
at a temperature of 33 ° C at an ambient temperature of
21 ° C. About 30 electrons will accumulate as dark-charge
noise during the video exposure period under these
conditions.
The A-to-D gain is estimated, to a first approximation,
using the following procedure. An ensemble of dark
images is acquired while blocking all light from the
camera sensor. The standard deviation of the distribution
of pixel values over the ensemble is computed for several
pixels. These values are averaged to yield an estimate, in
counts, of the mean readout and dark-charge noise. The
result, 0.98 count, is divided into the total radiometric
measurement noise, computed using equation (10) and the
estimates given above, to yield 120 electrons/count, to
two significant figures.
An alternate method of estimating the A-to-D gain is
presented in reference 13 using the following equation
(_F = <Ci> "+(I20 + _2C
G2 D ( 11)GAD
where <Ci> represents the mean level in counts at the ith
pixel. The A-to-D gain is obtained from a plot of total
radiometric variance versus mean signal level by invert-
ing the slope of a least squares linear fit. Figure 10 shows
a sample plot of this type for various mean signal levels
ranging from near zero to near saturation. An integrating
sphere with regulated illumination was used to acquire
100-image ensembles at each signal level. A standard
1/30-sec video exposure interval was used to acquire the
images after the camera had reached thermal equilibrium
at an ambient temperature of 18° C. Variance was com-
puted at each mean signal level for a 200- by 200-pixel
subset of each image. The slope of the least squares linear
fit, when inverted, yields an A-to-D gain estimate of
132 electrons/count. This value compares reasonably
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Figure 10. Measured total CCD radiometric variance for mean signal levels ranging from near zero to near saturation.
well with the estimate made above. Thus, an effective
well depth, or dynamic range, of about 30,000 electrons
can be expected, based on 8-bit digitization. The least-
squares intercept can be equated with the constant term in
the equation to yield a combined readout and dark-charge
noise estimate of 85 electrons. This value is somewhat
less than 114 electrons, the result from the previous
individual estimates of these quantities. Since a small
error in slope produced by scatter of the data can produce
a significant error in the least squares intercept, it is
reasonable to expect a large uncertainty in this value.
A conservative approach is to use the previous larger
estimates.
The total radiometric uncertainty, o i, can now be
evaluated using equation (I0) and the individual noise
component estimates from above. For the filtered and
unfiltered cameras, respectively, it evaluates to 150 or
180 electrons. A check of the digital-truncation
parameter, which evaluates to 38 electrons, shows that
individual noise sources do, in fact, determine the
uncertainty in this case rather than digital truncation.
Doppler-Shift Uncertainty
Doppler-shift uncertainty is determined using a first-order
Taylor series expansion (refs. 12 and 17) to propagate the
radiometric uncertainty into the Doppler-shift result.
The method is given in references 10 and 13, and is only
summarized here. The Doppler-shift uncertainty is
given by
: 2 _ "11/2
+ -- _+-Z
(12)
where
s i = filtered camera signal in electrons
r_ = unfiltered camera signal in electrons
n i = normalized value = s i/r t
fD = Doppler frequency in MHz
f0 = unshifted laser frequency in MHz
Afi = Doppler frequency shift in MHz
Osi = radiometric noise of filtered camera in electrons
ar_ = radiometric noise of unfiltered camera in
electrons
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S = filtered diode signal (reference cell) in volts
R = unfiltered diode signal (reference cell) in volts
N = normalized reference-cell value = S/R
o S = standard deviation of the filtered diode signal
o R = standard deviation of the unfiltered diode
signal
and the subscript i denotes the ith pixel in the CCD
a?ray.
The solution of this equation is shown in figure I 1,
assuming that experimental conditions are properly
selected to ensure that the well capacity of the unfiltered
camera is filled to two-thirds and transmission through
the iodine is about 50%. The predicted uncertainty is
minimum where the slope of the response curve is
maximum and nearly constant. The figure shows two such
regions that correspond to the positive and negative slopes
of the response curve. Measurement of Doppler shift
should be possible to over a range of about 340 Mhz in
each of these regions with an uncertainty not greater than
about 7 MHz due to random effects. The corresponding
velocity uncertainty, +__5m/s over a range of 230 m/s, is
computed using equation (2), assuming a 45 ° viewing
angle (13= 135 ° for the worst case).
Orthogonal-Component Uncertainty
The three measured velocity components do not form a
mutually orthogonal set of vectors for a typical measure-
ment application, nor do they align with the directions of
the typical wind tunnel coordinate system. The viewing
geometry cannot be oriented to measure the orthogonal
components directly because limited optical access
usually restricts the viewing geometry to only a few
possible configurations. Also, the laser sheet orientation is
usually fixed by the measurement requirements of the
particular test being conducted (perpendicular to the free-
stream flow, for example), and the geometry is further
constrained by the requirement to avoid viewing angles
steeper than 45 °, measured between the viewing direction
and the sheet, to minimize perspective distortion. Taken
together, these constraints preclude the direct measure-
ment of orthogonal components.
A geometric conversion is necessary to convert the direct
measurements to orthogonal components, using equa-
tions (6), (7), and (8). Additional uncertainty is introduced
in this conversion (ref. 18) when uncertainty propagates
from the direct measurements to the computed orthogonal
components through the data reduction equations. A
Taylor series expansion with only linear terms retained is
used to approximate how the uncertainty propagates to the
results. In general, the geometric
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Figure 11. Uncertainty of the measured Doppler shift due to random effects. Signal strength of the unfiltered camera is
assumed to be sufficient to fill the pixel wells to two-thirds capacity, and the laser frequency is assumed to be set midway
between maximum and minimum absorption.
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transformation equations are functions of many variables
which can be expressed in the form
r = r(Xl, X 2 ..... X j) (13)
Provided the variables are statistically independent, the
standard deviation of the result can be expressed as
(ref. 19)
J
Z Dr (3? (14)(ir_--
i=1
where c i represents the random component of uncer-
tainty of each variable. The uncertainty component due
to bias can be computed in a similar manner using the
expression
J
i=1
The bias and random uncertainty components are then
combined using equation (9) to yield total uncertainty of
the orthogonal components.
Using equation (14), the U-, V-, and W-component
variances are expressed as
(i_ = ate (i2+ av (i2+_(icav 2+ av (i2
DUma DUmb 3Umc -_1 X1
DU 2 DU 2 DU (i2 OU 2
_u : _u : Du _ ou :
+5_;(iz2+Dx-7(ix_+0_% +_z--7(iz_
(16)
+ DV (i,_+ DV, DV 2
aUm_ _ g _ +ax1%
DV 2 OV 2 DV 2 OV 2
+D-Z,°y,+Dz-T(Iz,+if;% +D_(I"_
DV 2 DV DV 2 OV 2
+ _(3 _Z 3 Z3
(17)
(i2= DW (i2+ DW 2 OW 2 OW 2
o_o :qd (I_+_--6-Z(Ic+ax--?°x,
DW 2 DW o DW (32 DW 2
aw 2 Dw2 ow _ ow
+_z-7(iz:+:_;Ox_+_% +_Oz_
(18)
where
(3 U =
(I V =
(iW =
(ia =
(ib =
(IC =
(ixj '(iYz '(izl =
(ix2 ' (i3'2 '(iZ2 =
(ix3 ' (i3'3 '(_Z3 =
computed U-component standard
deviation
computed V-component standard
deviation
computed W-component standard
deviation
directly measured a-component
standard deviation, calculated to
be +_5m/s for a single image
directly measured b-component
standard deviation, calculated to
be +_5m/s for a single image
directly measured c-component
standard deviation, calculated to
be +_5m/s for a single image
standard deviations of unit vector
components defining the
a-component direction
standard deviations of unit vector
components defining the
b-component direction
standard deviations of unit vector
components defining the
c-component direction
The partial derivatives are obtained from equations (6),
(7), and (8), and standard deviations of the directly
measured components have been estimated to be +5 m/s.
Unknown are the standard deviations of the unit vector
components that define the directions of the measured
velocities. These are determined as follows.
The unit vectors are computed from measurements of the
viewing geometry, using equations that have the same
form as equation (13). To determine the uncertainty of
these vectors, uncertainty propagation is again employed
using equation (14). The individual geometric measure-
ment uncertainties, or standard deviations, are required as
input, in addition to another set of partial derivataves. The
standard deviations are approximately equal to estimates
of absolute uncertainty obtained in the following way.
When the geometry is measured, the absolute uncertainty
of each measured parameter is estimated so that, if the
measurement were repeated 100 times, about 68 of the
values would not deviate from the mean by an amount
greater than plus or minus the estimated absolute
uncertainty.
2O
Figure12showsageneralmeasurementgeometrysetup
andcoordinatesysteminawindtunnel test section. The
unit vectors for each of the three camera locations are
given in Appendix A. These expressions are quite com-
plex when faced with the task of acquiring the partial
derivatives, as are equations (6), (7), and (8). Fortunately,
the derivatives can be easily obtained in algebraic form
using a symbolic mathematics program on a personal
computer (see Appendix B).
Specific values of orthogonal-component uncertainty are
test dependent. A typical example is presented here using
the geometry of figure 12. Assume, for the purpose of this
example, a 7- by 10-ft test section and a free-stream
velocity of 60 m/s. Assume that the cameras are located
at +45 ° to the plane of the laser sheet, measured in the
x-y plane, and that camera 3 and the sheet origin are
located in the horizontal plane through the vertical center
of the test section. Assume further that cameras 1 and 2
are located at +45 ° from this plane, measured in the
y-z plane, and that all coordinates can be measured with
a precision of+l/8 in. with 68% confidence (a total
precision-uncertainty interval of 1/2 in. at 95% confi-
dence). The unit vectors for this geometry are
0.628 i - 0.460 .] + 0.628/_
0.628 i - 0.460 .] - 0.628/_
-0.924 i - 0.383 .] - 0.000/_
for camera locations 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
Using equations (16), (17), and (18), the U, V, and
W precision uncertainties evaluate to +4, +7, and _+6 m/s,
respectively, for a single image at 68% confidence,
and the values are doubled for 95% confidence. For
100-image averages, the precision uncertainties evaluate
to _+0.4, _+0.7, and -Z-0.6m/s, respectively, at 68% con-
fidence. Again, these values are doubled for
95% confidence.
Optical access constraints may preclude the use of
45 ° viewing angles as in this example. For other geome-
tries with small vector separations, larger uncertainties
can be expected. In the sections that follow, sample
measurements are presented with estimates of precision
uncertainty using this method.
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Figure t2. Coordinate system and measurement geometry used to deve/op the expressions that define the unit vector
directions of the measured components.
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Experimental Results
Background
DGV system development at Ames Research Center
began in the summer of 1991. A single component system
was first assembled and tested in the laboratory environ-
ment. Additional hardware was then added to expand the
system capability to measurement of three components.
As the development progressed, successful laboratory
measurements of a high-speed rotating wheel were made
using the full three-component system. In order to justify
further development, a demonstration of the technique in
the more demanding environment of a large wind tunnel
was required.
Steps were taken to begin solving the problems associated
with installing and operating a system of this type in a
large wind tunnel environment before the system had
reached a mature configuration. Laboratory development
of the system continued in parallel, focusing on under-
standing and fine-tuning the calibration procedures that
are necessary to yield accurate measurements. In the
sections that follow, sample data are presented showing
large wind tunnel measurements made with the system.
The data show a progression toward successful applica-
tion of the technique as problems were solved in the
laboratory and the system evolved.
Jet Engine Simulator Exhaust-Plume Measurements
The DGV system was first used in September 1993 in the
Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel to measure the mean
velocity distribution of a jet simulator exhaust plume.
The model, an isolated engine simulator, was tested to
provide baseline data for further research in the area of
propulsion/wing aerodynamic interaction. Subsequent
testing of a 13.5%-scale semispan model would provide
additional data on performance changes that occur when
the engine simulator is installed on the wing. Exhaust
velocity measurements for one jet simulator configuration
constituted only a small part of the complete wind tunnel
test. The measurements were made with the objective of
identifying the problems that occur when the DGV
technique is used in a large wind tunnel, as well as to
provide data for the wind tunnel research program.
Figure 13 shows the isolated engine simulator mounted in
the test section. The engine simulator was composed of an
Figure 13. Isolated engine simulator shown in the Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel test section. The nozzle shown is a
conical nozzle and not the mixer-ejector described in the text.
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upstream air and propane delivery system and an inter-
changeable exhaust nozzle. The upstream delivery system
metered high-pressure air and propane to a choke plate
and burner-can assembly for hot-flow testing. Several
nozzles were tested during the course of the test, but
velocity measurements were taken in the exhaust flow of
only one nozzle, a first-generation mixer-ejector nozzle.
A diagram of the wind tunnel test section showing the
camera system locations and the orientation of the laser
sheet is shown in figure 14. The camera systems were
mounted outside the wind tunnel shell and viewed the
flow through the test section viewports. Because of the
limited number of test section viewports, only a few
viewing geometry configurations were possible. The
geometry configuration was limited further by the
requirement to measure the exhaust velocity profile only
one-half diameter from the nozzle exit. To prevent partial
blocking of the image by the nozzle, viewing locations on
the downstream side of the laser sheet were required, as
shown in the figure.
The jet simulator flow was seeded by spraying lOlO tur-
bine engine fuel-system preservative oil into the ejector
intake passages. A spray bar manifold, composed of 1/4-
in. tubing, delivered the oil spray to the ejector intakes
through 0.0135-in. diameter holes drilled in the tubing.
The spray bar was attached to the outside surl\'tce around
the circumference of the engine simulator. Oil flow was
metered at a flow rate of about 1 gpm from a pressurized
reservoir located in the wind tunnel balance house using a
manual gate valve.
The jet simulator flow was seeded only during the period
of actual image acquisition in what could be termed a
pulse mode of operation to minimize the amount of oil
injected into the wind tunnel. Sequences of 10 images
were acquired from all cameras at each test condition. A
seed pulse of about 3 to 5 sec was required for each set of
images in the sequence. Thus, cumulative seeder opera-
tion at each test condition was not more than about 1 rain.
Wind Tunnel Viewport
Laser Sheet
e¢
: Measured Vector Component
e t
Wind Tunnel Viewport Isolated Engine and
Pylon
Wind Tunnel Viewport
Figure 14. Diagram of the test section showing the camera locations, laser sheet, and the directions of the measured
components (view is shown looking upstream).
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Images were acquired at four different free-stream Mach
numbers and three different nozzle pressure ratios (NPR).
Unfortunately, two problems adversely affected data
quality and precluded final conversion to orthogonal
components. First, the scattered light intensity was
insufficient at the camera system located in the ceiling of
the test section. The full 8-watt laser power produced only
dim images of the seeded region at this side-scatter angle.
Second, drift of the iodine response curves added bias to
the velocity data. Response curves were obtained in the
laboratory, at this early stage of development, instead of
immediately prior to acquiring data images. The bias
occurred when cell temperatures could not be duplicated
with sufficient repeatability in the wind tunnel
environment to reproduce the response curves that had
been measured in the laboratory. Insulated iodine-cell
enclosures were later developed and installed to irnprove
thermal stability of the cells. Nevertheless, response
curves should be determined in situ prior to acquiring data
images to minimize this type of bias.
Figure 15 shows sample data acquired by the camera
system located in forward scatter (J. F. Meyers of
Langley Research Center assisted in acquiring and
processing these data). Images obtained at this location
Vertical Profile Location
350 250 150
(a) Mean axial velocity image.
50
m/s
Figure 15. Measured mean axial component of the jet simulator exhaust plume.
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Figure 15. Concluded.
yielded a measured component inclined 24.0 ° from the
free-stream flow. The velocity image is computed from a
sequence of 10 individual images that were taken at an
NPR of 3.4, a free-stream Mach number of 0.244, and an
exhaust flow total temperature of 1860 ° R. Fringes that
are oriented vertically are faintly visible in the core of the
plume superimposed on the velocity data. These can be
attributed to a reflection from the back surface of the thin
plate beamsplitters used in this early optical configura-
tion. Also apparent is the wavy appearance of the plume
edge, which may be a manifestation of the Widnall-
Sullivan instability (ref. 20). Localized areas of seeded
flow around the periphery of the exhaust plume are
evident, in addition to the plume itself. These areas were
created when a portion of the 1010 oil spray, entrained by
the free-stream flow, passed around the outside of the hot
nozzle rather than entering the ejector. Notice that the
velocity in these regions approaches the free-stream value
of 83 rn/s. A vertical profile through the center of the
plume is shown, in addition to the velocity image, to aid
in interpreting the quantitative, color-coded image data.
The blue portion of the palette repeats, but continuity of
the profile resolves the ambiguity.
A total and static pressure rake designed for transonic
velocities was traversed through the exhaust plume to
acquire data that could be compared with the velocity
image data. Figure 16 shows the comparison of profiles
through the center of the plume for the same conditions as
those of figure 15. Clearly evident is the large bias error
that resulted when the response curve drifted between the
time of cell calibration and acquisition of images. The
general curve shape is reproduced well, however.
The precision uncenainty interval is estimated to be
_+(,5/_/10)2=+3 m/s for the 10-image average with 95%
confidence, except at the periphery of the jet. Seed
density drops off significantly there, as the plume mixes
with the unseeded free-stream air. The unfiltered camera
pixels are no longer filled to two-thirds their well capacity
and precision errors increase. In fact, as the seed density
approaches zero, differences between the filtered and
unfiltered images become insignificant because of the
lack of Doppler-shifted light. Consequently, one would
expect the corresponding normalized value to approach
zero velocity, as it does in figure 16.
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Figure 16. Comparison between DG V and rake velocity measurements through the center of the exhaust plume.
Advanced Fighter LEX-Vortex Measurements
The DGV system was used a second time, in December
1994, in the Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel. Mea-
surements were made above the wing of a generic fighter
model to determine the distribution of velocities in the
leading-edge-extension vortex. The model, a 55%-scale
multi-role fighter, was tested with the objective of deter-
mining its high-lift and control characteristics (ref. 21).
The low-observable configuration had a chined forebody
and was equipped with leading-edge extensions (LEX),
deflectable leading- and trailing-edge flaps, twin vee-tails,
and a flow-through inlet. Figure 17 shows installation
photographs of the model in the wind tunnel. Also
depicted is a visualization of the LEX vortex, showing
where DGV measurements were made. The reason for
including DGV measurements as part of this test was
again to continue identifying problems and making the
refinements necessary to develop the technique for large
wind tunnel applications.
A diagram of the wind tunnel test section showing the
camera system locations and the orientation of the laser
sheet is shown in figure 18. The forward-scatter viewing
angle of the previous geometry could not be used again
because the view of the object plane was blocked by the
model from this direction. The only suitable alternative
location that provided an unobstructed view was in the
ceiling of the test section at the upstream end. Unfortu-
nately, this change produced measured vectors that lacked
sufficient separation in the vertical direction--the vectors
measured by the two ceiling camera systems were nearly
redundant with respect to the vertical component, and the
third vector, measured by the side-wall camera system,
was nearly horizontal with essentially no vertical com-
ponent. An increase in the random uncertainty of the
computed orthogonal velocity component, W, resulted
because of uncertainty propagation.
Seeding for the LEX vortex flow was created using a
vapor condensation smoke generator. This type of
generator produces smoke by heating a fogging fluid,
composed primarily of propylene glycol, until vapor is
formed. The vapor is forced through an orifice and
immediately expands to form a polydisperse suspension
of droplets. Most of the droplets that are created have
diameters close to about 1 micron, and only about 5% are
larger than 5 microns (ref. 22). Seed was released from
the forward end of the LEX leading edge near the fore-
body juncture at a rate of about 1.5 gph during data
acquisition.
Sample mean orthogonal-velocity results are shown in
figure 19 for an angle of attack of 16° and a free-stream
velocity of 30 m/s. The images present a view from
behind the model looking into the free-stream flow.
Optical distortions have been removed and the object
plane has been rotated to a perpendicular view. The
spanwise velocity component, V, is positive to the right,
and downwash component, W, is positive up. Sequences
of 10 frames were averaged together to create the images.
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(a) General installation showing high-alpha condition.
Figure 17. Generic advanced fighter model shown in the Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel test section.
2'7
(b) Flow visualization showing DGV measurement location.
Figure 17. Concluded.
Wind Tunnel Viewport
Measured Vector Components
Laser Sheet ..__,, / - .
Wind Tunnel Viewport
Figure 18. Diagram of the test section showing the camera locations, laser sheet, and the directions of the measured
components (view is shown looking upstream).
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(a) Streamwise component.
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(b) Spanwise component (positive to the right).
Figure 19. Measured mean orthogonal components of LEX flow field (looking upstream).
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(e) Downwash component (positive up).
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Figure 19. Concluded.
The velocity bias, observed in the results of the previous
test, is also present in these measurements. Although no
independent comparison measurements were made to
support this assertion, it is clear that the measured stream-
wise component is too large when compared to the free-
stream velocity. Also clearly biased are the crossflow
velocities, which should be much closer to zero at the
center of the vortex. The bias, due again to response curve
drift, reoccurred because its source had not yet been fully
identified prior to this test. Because of limited resources,
software development and wind tunnel installation
preparations were performed in parallel with the effort to
resolve bias. The problem was not identified until later,
and no significant change in the calibration procedure was
made prior to acquiring these data. Nevertheless, three
components of velocity were measured and successfully
converted to orthogonal components, and the images,
although biased in the absolute sense, still provide
quantitative information about the relative change of
mean velocity throughout the measurement area. For
example, a small region is shown at the center of the
vortex where the streamwise component increases by
about 20 m/s above the free-stream value. Also shown is a
rotational velocity change of about 60 m/s from one side
of the vortex to the other.
The relatively large random uncertainty of the downwash
component is shown by the speckled appearance of the
velocity image and the scatter of the plotted velocities.
Equations (16), (17), and (18) are used to compute
uncertainty estimates for the measurement geometry.
For the 10-image averages, the streamwise, spanwise,
and downwash precision uncertainty intervals are
estimated to be +4, +4, and 5:10 m/s, respectively, with
95% confidence. These values correlate well with the
scatter of the plotted velocities except at the edges of
the images where the decreased seed density results in
increased random uncertainty, as described earlier.
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Wing Tip-Vortex Measurements
The DGV system was used a third time, in March 1996,
in the Ames 7- by 10-Foot Wind Tunnel. Logistical
problems, which were quite significant in the large test
section during the previous tests, were manageable in this
smaller facility and attention could be focused on solving
other problems. The model, a 3%-scale commercial
supersonic transport configuration, was tested to evaluate
the yaw control effectiveness of a particular pneumatic
forebody flow control device at high angles of attack
(re['. 23). Figure 20 shows an installation photograph of
the model in the test section. The configuration, a cranked
delta planform, simulated approach and landing with
leading-edge flaps that were drooped to 30 ° and trailing-
edge flaps that were deflected to 10°. DGV measurements
were again included to continue development of the
technique in the actual wind tunnel environment.
The diagram of figure 21 shows an isometric view of the
test section and measurement geometry. Relatively large,
high-quality test section windows provided excellent
optical access. To improve image intensity and minimize
the random uncertainty of the W component, forward
scatter viewing angles were selected with large camera
separation in the vertical direction. The laser sheet was
located 50 in. downstream of the main wing trailing edge,
and camera angles were adjusted to view the tip vortex
and wake of the right wing. DGV measurements were
made at a free-stream dynamic pressure of 30 psf over an
angle of attack range that varied between 10° and 20 °.
The flow was seeded using a vapor condensation smoke
generator, which was located upstream of the model in the
low-speed flow of the settling chamber. Its position was
initially varied, using trial and error, to determine the
location that produced the most uniform coverage of the
measurement area. Since seed was released from a single
source at the generator, uniform coverage was difficult to
attain. Most of the seed was pulled into the tip vortex,
leaving some of the other areas virtually unseeded.
Fortunately, after about 8 to 10 min of running, seed also
accumulated in the wind tunnel circuit and the uniformity
improved significantly. The fogging fluid, a mixture
composed primarily of propylene glycol, was injected
at a rate of about 0.5 gph.
Figure 20. High-Speed Civil Transport model shown in the Ames 7- by lO-Foot Wind Tunnel test section.
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Figure 21, Test section diagram showing the camera locations, laser sheet, and the directions of the measured
components.
Sample results are shown in figure 22 for an angle of
attack of 18" and a free-stream velocity of 48 m/s. The
velocities have been converted to orthogonal components
and represent an average of 10 frames. The view is from
upstream looking in the direction of the free-stream flow,
and the object plane has been rotated to simulate a
perpendicular view. The coordinate system origin was
located at the horizontal center of the test section where
the model was attached to the support strut at the pitch-
axis pivot point. Thus, the abscissa of each image
measures distance from the center of the tunnel, in a
spanwise direction, outboard along the right wing. The
spanwise component, V, is positive to the left, and the
downwash component, W, is positive up. A velocity color
map with discrete 5-m/s steps was chosen to better
visualize the small changes of the streamwise component.
The other images, which contain larger changes in
velocity, are colored using a rainbow map.
The previous response-curve drift and resulting bias
were successfully avoided in this case by measuring the
response curves in situ immediately prior to acquiring
data. The images show the correct streamwise velocity
and near zero crossfiow velocity at the center of the
vortex. Notice the blue-green contour in the free-stream
portion of the streamwise image. This color transition
represents a velocity of 50 m/s, essentially the free-stream
velocity contour. At the vortex center, the crossflow
images are shaded green. This shade corresponds to
0 m/s on the rainbow map. Also clearly visible is
slower streamwise flow at the center of the vortex, in
figure 22(a), and the rotational flow, in figures 22(b)
and 22(c), shown by the color transition from red through
yellow, green, and blue.
The small projection on the left-hand side of the
streamwise- and spanwise-component images is an
image of the model tail-cone tip. This part of the model
entered the image of the downstream camera system at
the higher angles of attack. It remained after subtraction
of the background images because these images were
acquired only at an angle of 0° and not at the higher
angles. It would have been properly subtracted had
separate background images been acquired at each angle.
It is interesting to note that the tail cone is not signifi-
cantly visible in the downwash-component image. For
this geometry, the image acquired at downstream camera
location does not significantly influence the computation
of this component. This image measures a vector that is
almost horizontal. Hence, the vector is orthogonal to the
downwash component, and its contribution in the trans-
formation is negligible. The tail cone artifact is, therefore,
not transferred to the downwash image.
The upper and lower left-hand corners of the images show
areas of the flow where the free-stream seed accumulation
did not produce sufficient droplet number density. These
areas are most obvious in the spanwise-component image,
which is computed primarily from the downstream
camera-system measurement. Apparently, this location
may have been at an angle for which Mie scattering
intensity was less than the other two.
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Figure 22. Measured mean orthogonal components of the High-Speed Civil Transport wake flow field (looking
do wnstream).
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Figure 22. Concluded.
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The speckled appearance of these images provides a
qualitative indication of the random uncertainty•
Equations (16), (17) and (18) are again used to compute
quantitative estimates for this measurement geometry.
The streamwise, spanwise, and downwash precision
uncertainty intervals are estimated to be +2, +5, and
+7 m/s, respectively, for the 10-image averages with
95% confidence• These values correlate well with the
scatter of the plotted velocities except where the seed
density is low for the reasons discussed earlier.
Flap-Edge Vortex Measurements
The DGV system was used again, in July 1996, in the
Ames 7- by 10-Foot Wind Tunnel to measure the mean
velocity distribution in the wake region downstream of an
unswept wing equipped with a half-span Fowler flap. The
test was undertaken to study the three-dimensional flow
field of the midspan discontinuity (ref. 24). Tip effects
were removed from the flow field by mounting the wing
vertically in the test section between two false walls,
Figure 23 shows an installation photograph of the wing, a
NACA 632-215 Mud B airfoil and 0.3 chord, half-span
flap.
Figure 23. NACA 632-215 Mod B airfoil and 0.3 chord,
haft-span flap shown in the Ames 7- by lO-Foot Wind
Tunnel test section.
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The diagram of figure 24 shows an isometric view of the
test section and measurement geometry. This geometry is
essentially the same as the geometry of the March test,
except that the upstream and downstream camera system
locations have been interchanged. By making this change,
a small increase in the angle between two of the measured
vectors could be made--the vectors inclined above and
below the horizontal--because of slightly better optical
access at the window. The laser sheet was located normal
to the test section axis 30 in. downstream of the flap tip,
and the object plane was nominally centered at the
location of the flap-edge vortex. DGV measurements
were made at an angle of attack of 10° and a flap
deflection of 39 ° for two free-stream dynamic pressures,
40 and 52 psf.
The flow was seeded as in the previous test using a vapor
condensation smoke generator located upstream of the
model in the wind tunnel settling chamber. Its position
was also optimized to produce the most uniform coverage
of the measurement area, but the seed was again pulled
into the vortex flow. Accumulation of the smoke in the
circuit helped to seed the free-stream areas. However, a
somewhat higher ambient temperature than in March
caused a noticeable decrease in the overall seed accumu-
lation. Runs were conducted in the cooler temperatures of
the early morning to improve accumulation, and a second
smoke generator, placed on the floor of the settling
chamber, was used to supplement the primary unit. The
fogging fluid was injected at a combined average rate of
about 0.5 gph, and a total of 5 gal of the fluid was used
during the cumulative run time of about 10 hr.
Sample mean orthogonal-velocity results are shown in
figure 25. The figure is an average of 100 frames taken at
a free-stream velocity of 74 m/s, after correction for the
blockage of the wing and false walls. The object plane has
been rotated to simulate a perpendicular view from a
location downstream of the wing, and the origin of the
figure is at the tip of the flap edge. In this case, the
spanwise component is positive up, and the downwash
component is positive to the right.
The system response curves were again acquired in situ
immediately prior to acquiring images, and no evidence
of significant bias due to drift of the curves is apparent.
The correct streamwise velocity is shown in the images
along with a crossflow velocity at the center of the vortex
that is essentially zero. Notice also that the images have
smoother, less speckled appearance than the previous
results because of the larger 100-image sample and the
resulting decrease in random uncertainty.
Model
Measured Vectors ,
I
I
I -- "
i "_,
r Laser Sheet ',
Camera System
Object Plane
. : :_.__ r.........
Flow
Figure 24. Test section diagram showing the camera locations, laser sheet, and the directions of the measured
components.
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(a) Streamwise component.
Figure 25. Measured mean orthogonal components of the flap-edge vortical flow field (looking upstream).
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Figure 25. Continued.
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Figure 25. Continued.
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The vortex position is clearly shown in the streamwise-
component image. At this measuring location, the region
of velocity deficiency in the viscous wake of the wing is
displaced by the rotational flow, forming the double spiral
pattern. The crossflow images also clearly show the
vortex position, which is centered about 1 in. below the
flap tip at this station, and a peak rotational velocity of
about 60 m/s.
Equations (16), (17) and (18) are again used to compute
uncertainty estimates for this measurement geometry.
The streamwise, spanwise, and downwash precision
uncertainty intervals are estimated to be _+0.8, +3, and
+_2m/s, respectively, for the 100-image averages with
95% confidence. Although the images are significantly
smoother because of this lower uncertainty, some
background and flatfield artifacts remain in the images.
Future work will focus on developing improved
techniques to better remove these artifacts.
Conclusions
This work demonstrates the successful application of the
DGV measurement technique in the Ames 40- by 80-Foot
and 7- by 10-Foot Wind Tunnels using low-cost cameras
and computer equipment. Wind tunnel measurements are
presented that show a progression of success as installa-
tion problems were solved and calibration procedures
were improved.
An analysis of measurement uncertainty shows that
uncertainty due to random effects is caused primarily by
the radiometric noise sources of the camera. Precision
uncertainty is expressed as an absolute uncertainty
interval, which is predicted to be +_5m/s for a single
image or _+0.5 m/s for a 100-image average, both at 68%
confidence. This uncertainty is shown to propagate from
direct velocity measurements when they are converted to
orthogonal vector components. The conversion is made
using an algebraic transformation that is developed for
a general measurement geometry, and a method is
presented for propagating the uncertainty. For a typical
forward-scatter viewing geometry, the method predicts
single-image precision uncertainties of_+4, _+7, and
•+6 m/s, respectively, for the U, V, and W components
at 68% confidence. Wind tunnel measurements are
presented that show other configurations and the
associated uncertainties.
The results demonstrate the feasibility of using the DGV
technique in the research environment of large wind
tunnels. For production testing, however, a number of
improvements are planned to increase efficiency. Data
processing could be further automated, and calibration
techniques could be further refined. A pulsed, frequency-
doubled Nd:YAG laser could be used in place of the
argon laser. This new laser would provide more laser
power with a substantial increase in the intensity of the
light scattered by the seed particles. This increase would
result in a reduction in the quantity of seed that must be
injected into the flow for a particular test. It would also
permit shuttering of the cameras and eliminate the
requirement to acquire images under darkened conditions.
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Appendix A
Unit Vectors for General-Case Viewing Geometry
The unit vectors for each of the three camera locations are given by the expressions
xl_xi(£1-1)=Z _(Xl_Xi)2+(yl_Yi)2+(Zl_Zi) 2 1xi - Xs _
_( xi _ Xs )2 + (Yi - ys )2 + (Zi - Zs )2
(Xl-Xi) 2 +(yl-Yi) 2 +(Zl-Zi) 2
Yi-Ys t)
_(Xi- Xs) 2 +(Yi- Ys) 2 +(Zi- Zs) 2
f
J Zl - zi
+ l_(Xl-Xi) 2 +(yl-Yi) 2 +(Zl-Zi) 2 zi-z, }i1_(Xi - Xs) 2 +(Yi - YS) 2 +(Zi - Zs) 2
1[[ x2_x,(£2-l)= _ _(x2_xi)2+(y2_Yi)2+(Z2_ Zi)2 1xi - Xs _t
_(xi _ x s)2 +(yi _ Ys)2 +(Zi _ Zs)2
f
+ _ Y2 - Yi
_( x2 _ xi )2 + (Y2 - yi)2 + (Z2 - zi)2
Yi-Ys }j
_(xi _ Xs )2 + (Yi - ys )2 + (Zi - Zs )2
f
+ _ z2 - zi
L5](x 2 - Xi)2 + (Y2 -yi)2 + (Z2 - Zi)2 Zi -Zs [£1_(xi-Xs) 2 +(yi-Ys) 2 +(Zi-Zs) 2
x3_xi(£3 -1) = _33 (x3_xi) 2 +(y3_Yi) 2 +(Z3_Zi) 2 1x i - Xs _
_(xi-Xs)2+(yi-Ys) 2 +(Zi-Zs) 2 1
y3-yi(x3-xi) 2 +(y3-Yi) 2 +(Z3-Zi) 2 Yi-Ys ];_(Xi-Xs) 2 +(yi-Ys)2+(Zi-Zs) 2
(x3 - Xi) 2 +(Y3 - Yi) 2 +(Z3 - Zi) 2
Zi -Zs ti 1
_(xi - Xs) 2 +(Yi - Ys) 2 +(Zi - Zs) 2
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where
{ Xl - x ia 1 = 4(Xl_Xi)2 +(yl-Yi) 2 +(Zl-Zi) 2 'i --__L }2
_(xi - Xs) 2 +(Yi - Ys) 2 +(Zi- Zs) 2
I Yl - Yi
_(Xl-Xi)2+(yl-Yi) 2 +(Zl-Zi) 2
Yi - Ys 12
4(xi-Xs) 2 +(yi-Ys)2+(Zi-Zs) 2
f
+ _ Zl - z i
L_(Xl-Xi) 2 +(yl-Yi) 2 +(Zl-Zi) 2
Zi - Zs 12 ]1 / 2
4( xi - Xs )2 + (Yi - Ys ) 2 + ( zi - Zs ) 2 J
{ x2 - x iA2= _(x2_xi)2 +(y2-Yi) 2 +(z2-zi) 2
xi _ Xs ]2
_( xi - Xs )2 + (Yi - Ys) 2 + ( Zi - Zs ) 2 J
f
J Y2 - Yi
+ l_(x2-xi) 2 +(y2-Yi) 2 +(Z2-Zi) 2
Yi - Ys
4( xi - Xs )2 + (Yi - Ys) 2 + (Zi - Zs )2
+f4 _-_'(x2-xi) 2 +(y2-Yi) 2 +(Z2-Zi) 2 zi_z, 2]1,24(Xi - Xs) 2 +(Yi - YS) 2 +(Zi - Zs) 2
a3:I{x3=x (x3 - Xi) 2 +(Y3 - Yi) 2 +(Z3 - Zi) 2 xi _ Xs 12_(xi-Xs) 2 +(yi-Ys)2+(Zi-Zs) 2 J
+{_ ,,-re(x3 _ xi)2 + (Y3 - yi)2 + (Z 3 _ Zi)2
21
Yi - Ys L
1
_(Xi-Xs) 2 +(yi-Ys)2+(Zi-Zs) 2
+f,/ _,-zi I_(X3 - xi) 2 +(Y3 - yi)2 +(Z3 - Zi zi-Zs 21'_(xi-Xs) 2 +(yi-Ys) 2 +(Zi-Zs) 2 /2
and Xl, Yl,Zl =
x2, Y2, z2 =
x3, Y3, z3 =
xi, Yi, zi =
xi, Yi, zi =
coordinates of camera a
coordinates of camera b
coordinates of camera c
coordinates of the ith pixei, projected onto the object plane
coordinates of the laser sheet origin
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Appendix B
U-, V-, and W-Component Precision Uncertainty
The U-component precision uncertainty is given by the expression
(rszl-YlZ3) 2 Prec[u,.b ]:
+
(-xs r: z, +x2rsz_+xsrtz: - x_r3z: - x2r_zs÷x_r2zs)_
"_ (_XsY2ZI + X2Y3ZI + XsYIZ:_XIY3Z2_X2 Y1Z3 + XIY2Z3 )2
(-Y3Z2 +Y2Z3)2(Urnc(-Y2Zl +YiZ2 )-Umb(-Y3Zl +Y1Z3)+Uma(-Y3Z2 +Y2Z3)) 2 Prec[X ]2
.4
(-X3F:ZI + X2YsZI + XsYIZ2-XIYsZ2-X2 YIZs + XIY2Z3) 4
(r3Zl-YIZs)2(U,.¢(-r2Zt+YIZ2)-U,,o(-I"sZI+YIZs)+U,,_(-rsZ2+Y2Z:s))2prec[X2] 2
+
(_XsY2ZI +X2Y3Z 1 +XsrlZ 2 _XlYsZ 2 _X2YlZs+XiY2Z3 )4
2 2 2
-Y2ZI + YIZ2 ) ( Umc(-Y2ZI + YIZ2 )-Umb (-Y3ZI + YIZ3 )+Uma(-Y3Z2 + Y2Z3 )) Prec[X3]
+ (_X3Y2Z1 +X2Y3ZI +XsYtZ2 -X1Y3Z: -X2YIZ 3 +xIY2Z3) 4
: 12.
UmcZ2_UmbZ s (X3Z2-X2Z3)(Umc(-Y2ZI+YIZ2)-Urab(-Y3ZI+YIZ3)+Uma(-_Z2+Y2Z3)) Prec[ yl ]22 i t J
+ _X3 Y2ZI +X 2 YsZl +X3YiZ 2 _XI y.sz 2 -X2 YIZ3 +X 1Y2Z3 (-XsY2Z I +X2Y3Z 1*XsY1Z 2 -X I r3z_ -x 2 rlz_ +x I Y._z s ) J
-UmcZ I +UmaZ 3
(-XsY.,Zi+X.,YsZ,÷X3Y, Z-,-XIYsZ',-X',Y, Zs+XIY',Zs)" J Prec[ Y2 ]2
-X3Y2ZI +X2Y3ZI+X3YIZ2-X1Y3Z2-X2YIZ3+XIY2Z 3
-UmbZ 1+UmaZ 2
(x2z,-x,z: Xv._(-r.z_ +r,z2 )-u._(-rsz_ +r_zs)+t:._(-rsz, +r2zs))')2
- " p o [rs]:
-X3Y2ZI + X2Y3ZI +XsYIZ2-XIY3Z2-X2YIZ3+XIY2Z3
-U ,,.,c ge + U mb Ys
(-X3Y2Z I +X_ Y3Zl + X3 Y1Z-_ -XI Y3Z2 - X2 YIZ3 +Xl Y2Z3 )2
(-XsY: +X.., YsXU,.,,c(-V2z, +YIZ2 )-Umb(-V_ZI +YIZ3 )+Uma(-Y3Z2 * Y2 Z3)) 12 Prec[Z 1 ]2
(-xsr2Zl + X2rszl + x3rlZ:-XP_,z,-x,rlza+ xlv_z3) )
-Xs Y2 Zl +X2 Y3Zt + X3 h Z2 -X_ Y3Z2 - X 2 Y_ Z 3 ÷Xli:2 Zs
U,.c Y1 - U,.o rs (xsr_-x,r3)(%c(-r:z_÷r:2)-u_b(-r_z,÷r_z3)÷u._(-r3z_÷r2z3))12p_[z2]:
(-x3r2zl+x:_rszl+x3rtz:-xiYsZ2-X2rtz3+xlr2z3)" )
-X3 Y2Z 1 +X2_Z 1+XsYIZ 2 -X1 Y3Z 2 -X2YIZ3+XI Y2Z3
-UmbYl +U,,_ Y2
• 2 "
(-x2r 1+Xy2)(U,,,_(-Y2Zl+rlZ2)-U,.,.a,(-YsZl+YlZa)+U,,_(-_z2 +r2zs))') Precrz ]2
2 [31
(-X3Y2ZI +X 2 Y3ZI +X3 YI Z2 -X 1 Y3Z2 -X 2 YIZ3 +X 1Y2Z3 ) ]
-X3Y2Z l +X2Y3Z 1 +X3¥1Z2-XIY3Z2 " X2YIZ3+ XI Y2Z 3
where
Uma
Umb
Vmc
X1, YI , Z1
= magnitude of the measured component from camera view a
= magnitude of the measured component from camera view b
= magnitude of the measured component from camera view c
= unit vector components defining the direction of Uma
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x2, v2, z2
x3, Vs, z3
Prec[ Uma]
Prec[Umb]
Prec[ Umc]
Prec[Xl ]
Prec[X2]
Prec[X3]
Prec[ YI ]
Prec[Y2]
Prec [ Y3 ]
Prec[Z1 ]
Prec[Z2]
Prec[Z 3 ]
= unit vector components defining the direction of []mb
= unit vector components defining the direction of Umc
= G a
= O b
= _ c
= GX1
= OX2
= OX3
= Gyl
= Or2
= Oy3
= ÙZl
= GZ2
= GZ3
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The V-component precision uncertainty is given by the expression
_/{ (X3Z2-X2Z3)2 Prec[ U,.a ] 2O V = (_X3Y2ZI+X2Y3ZI+X3YIZ2_X1Y3Z2_X2YIZ3+XIY2Z3)2
(-x3z_ ÷xt z3)5 P,_c[U,.b]2
(-X3 Y2 Z 1 + X2 Y3ZI +XsYIZ 2 -XIY3Z 2 -X2YIZ3+X 1Y2Z3) 2
(x..z,-x,z_)2 P_@_c]:
(-X3Y2Z ! +X2 Y3 Z 1+XsYIZ 2 -XIY3Z 2 -X2YIZ 3 +X I Y2Z3) 2
. _ -u j: ÷u,j3 (-v3z2÷r:zs)(xs(-u_z, .u..°z: )-x: (-u.¢z,-_u_ z3).x,(-um¢z_÷tJ._z3))12p,_[xl ]2
_ (-X3Y2ZI + X2Y3ZI+ XsYIZ2-XIY3Z2-X2YIZ3+ XIY2Z3) (-X3Y2ZI + X.,YsZI + X3rlZ., - x1 Y3 z., -X2rlZ3.+ xiY2Z3) 2 j
2U,jt +u,.,,z, (v_z,-v, z3 )(x3(-U_Zl +u_,o z2 )-x2 (-UmcZl *U_Zs)*X _(-U,cZ., +U,j s )) P=[X2 ]2+ -XsY2ZI +X2 Y3ZI +X3YIZ2 -XI Y3Z2 -X2 YIZ3 +Xl 1"2Z3 (-X3Y2ZI +X2 Y3ZI +XsY1 Z2 -Xl YsZ2 -X2 YIZ3 +Xl 1"2Z3 )2
+ _X3Y2Z 1 +X 2 Y3ZI +X31"1Z 2 -XIY3Z 2 -X21,1Z3÷XIY2Z 3 (-XsY2Z 1+X21,3Z I +X3YIZ 2 -XIY:_Z 2 -X 2 YIZs÷XI1"2Z3) 2 J
(x3z:- x: zs)_(x s(-u,.,,.z,+u,,,oz:)-x2(-v.j, +u,.,.,z_)+x, (-u,,,_z2+u_zs ))_p=[1",]2
(_X3Y2Zl +X 2 Y3Zl + X3YIZ 2 _XlY3Z 2 _X 2 YlZ3 +X l Y2Z3 )4
(-xsz,+x,z3)2(x3(-u._z,*u.oz_)-x:(-u.¢z,*u.ozs)*x,(-u._z2÷u.bz3)):_[1,2]:
(_X3Y2Zl +X 2 Y3Zl +X3YIZ 2 _X 1Y3Z2 _X2_lZ 3 +X 11,2Z 3 )4
(X2Z 1__XIZ 2 )2 (X3(_UmbZl .UmaZ2 )_X2(_UmcZ 1 +UmaZ3 )+Xl (_UmcZ 2 +UmbZ3 ))2 erec[ y3 ]2
(-X3 Y2 ZI + X2 Y3ZI + X3 YIZ2 - XI Y3Z2 - X21"t Z3 + XI Y2Z3 ) 4
2+( UmcX,-U,.bx... .... 3 (-x_1"_+x_Ys)(x3(-u,j,*u.,.z:)-x2(-v,._z,÷u,.oz3)÷x,(-u,j_ +u,._z3)) r_¢[zt]2
k, -X31,_ Zt +X2 Y3ZI +X3Y1Z2 -Xt Y3Z2 -X21,1Z3+XI Y2Z3 (-X3Y2Z I + X2 YsZ 1+X31"1Z 2 - X1Y3Z 2 -X._ 1"1Z3 +X 11"2Z3 )2
2
_U,ncXi.UmaX 3 (X3YI-XIY3)(X3(-UmbZI+UmaZ2)-X2(-UmcZI+UmaZ3)+XI(-UmcZ2+UmbZ3)) Fh.ec[Z2 ] 2+ -X3Y2Z1 +X 2 Y3Zt +X3YtZ2 -XIY3Z 2 -X 21"1Z3 +X 1Y2Z3 (-X3Y2Z1 +X2Y3Z1 +X3YIZ: -Xl Y3Z2 -X2 YI Z3 +XI1"2Z3) 2
÷_, u,._x,-u,.ox_ (-x=v,÷x,v_)(x3(-u_z, *u_z: )-x: (-u,.,z,÷u_z.O÷x,(-u,..z: +u_z_))l : p=[ zs]2
\-X3Y2ZI + X21"sZI + Xs1"1Z2-XIY3Z2-X21"1Z3 + X11"2ZS (-XsY2ZI + X2YsZI + XsYIZ2-X1YsZ2-X2YIZs+ XIY2Z3) 2
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The W-component precision uncertainty is given by the expression
[ f (-xsr2 ÷x2r3)" Pr,,[U_,_]:
0 W = _I(_X3Y, ZI+X,Y3ZI+X,y,Z2_XIy3Z,_X,YIZ3+XlY,Z3)....... .
+
(xsr_-x, v3)2p_¢[u,.b]2
(-x3 Y2z_ +x2 r3zt +xs rl z2 -x 1}'3z: -x 2rlz 3+xY2 z3) 2
(-x_r,+x, v2): p,_[u.. ]2
(-X3Y2ZI+X2Y3ZI+X3YIZ2-XIY3Z2-X2YIZ3+XIY2Z3) 2
( (x3(u,.j_-u._r2)-x:(u...r_-u,,_r3)+ x,(u,..r=-u,._r3)X-r3z2.r2z3)+ -- (_X3Y2ZI+X2Y3ZI+X3YIZ2_XIY3Z2_X2YIZ3+XIY2Z3)2 2UmcY 2 +UmbY'_ Prec[ X 1 ]2.I
-X3 Y2 Z 1 + X 2 Y3ZI +X3YIZ 2 -X 1Y3Z2 -X.J ViZ3 +X l }'2Z3
( (xs(uj,-v_or2)-x2(u_.r,-u.._r3)+ x,(v.d2-u._v3))(-Y3z,-r:3)+ (-X3 r2Zt + X2 rsZ, + X3 rlZ2-X, r3Z2-X 21,'tZ3 +Xl r2z 3)2
+(
-um¢ Y1+u,,_ _
- X3 Y2 ZI +X2 Y3ZI ÷X3YIZ2 -Xt Y3Z2 -X2 YI Z3 +Xl Y2 Z3
(X3 (Umb YI -UmaY2)-X2(UmcYl -UmaY3)+Xl(UmcY2 -Umb Y3 )X-Y2 Zl +_lZ2 )
(-X3Y2Z] +X2Y3ZI +X3YIZ 2 -X1Y3Z 2 -X2Y]Z3+XIY2Z3) 2
2
UrabYI-UraaY2 , Prec[X3] 2
+ _XsY2Z 1 +X2Y3Z 1+XsYIZ2 -XIY3Z 2 -X2YIZ 3 +XIY2Z3
(x,(u._ r_-v.. v..)-x2(u,.,r_-u.,. r3)+x,(v.,,v_-u.br3))(x._z2-x2z3)
(-X3 Y2Z 1 +X 2 Y3Z! + X3 YI Z 2 -X 1Y3Z2 -X 2 YIZ3 +XIY2Z3) 2
2
-u_x_ +u,.hx_ Pr_c[Vl]2
+ _XsY2 Z 1+X 2 YsZI +X 3 rlZ2 -X 1YsZ2 -X 2 YIZ3 +X I Y2Z3
(x3(u.,brz-u.,. r2)-x2(u.,,v,-v,,_r_)+x,(u,..v:-v,.bvs))(-x3z_+x,z3)
(-X3Y2Z l + X2 Y3Z t + X3YIZ 2 -XIY3Z 2 - X 2 YIZ3 + XI Y2Z3 ) 2
2..._x,-.,.°x_ p_[r:]:
_X3 y2 Z 1 +X2 Y3Z 1 +X3 YIZ 2 -XtY3Z 2 -X2 YIZ 3 +X 1Y2Z3
(xs(u,._r,-v.r2 )-x2(um.v_-u.rO+xt (u,._r2-u._v3)Xx2z,-x_z2)
(-X3 Y2Zl+X2Y3Zl +X3 YtZ2 -Xl Y3Z2-XzYIZ3 +Xl Y2Z3) 2 2
-_,_x,+._x: p,_c[v3l2
.i
-X3Y2Z 1+ X2 Y3Z I + X3YIZ 2 -X I Y3Z2 - X2 YIZ 3 +X I Y2Z3
"_ 2 '_
(-X3Y2Zt +X2Y3ZI *X3YIZ2 -XIY3Z 2 -X2YIZ3 +XIY2Z3) 4
(xsv_-x_h)_(x_(u.,_r_-u,.or_)-x2(u_r_-u.o b)+x, (u_,_r2-u,._h))2p,_[z_]2
(-X3 Y2 Z 1+X2 Y3ZI +XsYIZ2-X1Y3Z2-X2YIZ3+XIY2Z3) 4
(-X2 rl + Xt }'2)2 (X3 (U=b rt -Vr.a 1"2)- X2 (V=c ri -V,..a }'3)+Xl (Um_Y2-V.,_ 1"3))2 Prec[Z3]2
(_xs v: z_ +x 2r3z_+x3}, z 2_ xt v3z 2 _x 2 hz 3 +x t r:z3)4
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